
Build confidence 
with UL Solutions’
Product Experience
Laboratory

You know how your product is meant to be assembled, but do you know how your customers really put it together? UL Solutions’ 
Product Experience Laboratory, located in Bentonville, Arkansas, is designed to help you figure that out. Our facility provides a 
secure location for actual consumers to assess and review your products prior to production. Through the consumers’ experience 
with your product, you can understand how your product works in the real world, helping you meet the expectations of your 
buyers, retailers, and most importantly, consumers.

UL Solutions’ Product Experience Laboratory provides retailers and brands insights into consumer’s behaviors by offering services 
such as:

  •  Product assembly review
       –   A participant who fits the profile of your typical consumer follows the instruction manual to assemble the product. They provide 

feedback based on their experience.

  •  Instruction manual review
       –  The instruction manual is reviewed for overall content including good grammar, completeness, clear steps and illustrations. 

(A complete product may need to accompany this review to identify assembly pieces.)

  •  Video surveillance of active assembly projects
       –  Video surveillance is an optional service that can provide insight into your consumer’s assembly process. It can help identify 

assembly steps where the consumer may struggle due to deficiencies in the manual, parts or product.

  •  Consumer feedback surveys
       –  Participants complete a survey regarding their experience at the end of an assembly project. The survey captures details of their 

experience with the packaging, instruction manual, parts, and overall product.

  •  Findings report
       –  At the end of the process, we issue a report containing the details of the project, potential deficiencies and consumer survey(s).

https://www.ul.com


To learn more about UL’s Product Experience Laboratory, please visit us at 
https://www.ul.com/services/product-experience-lab

How to get started

Visit our web page

Download and submit the PDF application form

Review and approve quotation

Schedule a session(s)

Ship samples to UL Solutions
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